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Books Received

Specimens of Chromatic
Wood Type, Borders, &c.,
edited by Esther K. Smith
(Rizzoli, 2017, 120 pp., hardbound, $45).
This is a beautiful and visually arresting reprint of Wm.
H. Page & Co.’s 1874 sample
book of wood types, borders,
and inks. There were only 1000
original copies produced, and
only a few are available today
to view in institutions. Esther
Smith, artistic director at Purgatory Pie Press, New York
City, explains her experience
of seeing an original copy for
the first time, and how she was
inspired to reprint the book in
order to share it with friends,
students, and “everyone.”
In her introductory essay,
Smith calls Page’s book “the
most beautiful book in the
world” and explains that the

by M.A.D. Staff
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hese are brief reviews of books recently sent
to us. We have included ordering information
for publishers that accept mail, phone, or online
orders. For other publishers, your local bookstore or a
mail-order house is the place to look.
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No Idle Hands: The Myths & Meanings of Tramp
Art, edited by Laura M. Addison (Museum of
New Mexico Press, 2017, 264 pp., hardbound,
$50 plus S/H from Museum of New Mexico
Press, [www.mnmpress.org] or 1-800-249-7737).
Issued in connection with an exhibition that will
be at the Museum of International Folk Art in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, through September 16, 2018, this
compendium of three essays and a bibliography
offers itself as a collectors’ research tool and a
catalog of the exhibition. The 141 color plates help
present more than 150 objects collected mainly
from the U.S., with a few from France, Germany,
Switzerland, Scandinavia, Canada, Mexico, and
Brazil to represent widespread activity.
The carving, whittling style that we associate with
the name “tramp art” is not often actually the result
of tramps’ knives. That myth has been dispelled, but
the colorful name stuck. Some carvings presented
in the exhibition are by contemporary artists, which
establishes tramp art as an ongoing folk art form,
although whittling and carving in this style was a
far more common practice from about 1870 into
the 1940s, and many of the fine examples are from
that period. Most of the items we might see for sale
at antiques fairs and shows are anonymous folk
art examples of working-class men (i.e., frugal
laborers) who enjoyed using old wooden crates and
cigar boxes and other castoff wood as their medium to create frames, boxes, window pockets, and furniture.
Some items, however, were made by itinerants, according to the second essayist, Leslie Umberger, in “Truth inside
the Myth: The Obscure History of Tramp Art in America.” She writes: “The vagabond lifestyle of the tramp or
hobo…filled an important void for people inherently inclined to self-identify through work—both productive labor
and skilled craft…. The traveler culture that arose in the 1930s employed notions of adventure and a fraternal culture
to buoy the soul against despair. A combing of American biographies from this era reveals a great many mentions of
men who, at least for a time, took to the rails, searching for subsistence and identity. …handcrafts were a marker of
talent, knowledge, self-worth, and community—even if it was a loose one.” Then she gives examples and includes the
“account of Fred Hoffman (1845-1926) [who] offers an interesting piece of the puzzle.” She relates how he lived in
the trampschtub (beggar’s room) in Amish and Mennonite families’ homes and explains that Hoffman was “a prolific
artist, but he also taught a great many younger knife-carrying travelers the art of chip carving.”
In her “Curator’s Appreciation,” Laura M. Addison (who also wrote the introductory essay and another called
“‘Idleness is an unwanted stranger’”) says this exhibition and book “involved more trekking and sleuthing than any
project I have done previously.” And she thanks Eric M. Zafran, who wrote the essay “A Labor of Love: Religious
Tramp Art” and who is himself a curator (of European art) as well as a collector/donor of tramp art, for “his ongoing
support” and “for diving into this project with gusto, as an instigator of tramp art investigations, a donor who continues
to grow the museum’s tramp art collection, an occasional co-conspirator in tramp art travels, and a contributor to this
book.” The book and the exhibition may open the way for more collectors’ enthusiasm to rise for this folk art genre.
A.C.V.
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The Lure of the Key: Knowledge Gathered from Some
Thirty-Five Years Collecting by William Wallace
(Unicorn, distributed in the U.S. and Canada by the
University of Chicago Press, 2016, 142 pp., hardbound,
$45 plus S/H from the University of Chicago Press,
[www.press.uchicago.edu] or [773] 702-7000).
Keys are essential everyday items, cheaply made
and easily acquired. Most people have a stash or ring
of mismatched keys whose associated locks have been
long forgotten. So what would compel someone to write
a book about the “humble key”? While admitting that it
is a challenge to make the subject of keys interesting,
William Wallace shows and tells in this beautifully
designed book just what fascinates him about antique
keys.
Wallace includes keys from around the 14th and 15th
centuries up to just before the 20th century. He provides
enough history and visual treats to ignite the imagination
and please the eye. The keys illustrated, however simple
in design, are far more elaborate and interesting than the
basic key that is carried today. Some have decoration
or are punched or engraved on the bow. Some are
symbolic or are decorated with symbols. Starting with
a basic technical description of keys and including a
history of specific keys, how they were made, and what
influenced their designs, this book draws in the reader.
Herein are keys associated with kings, queens, castles,
chamberlains, and names from history.
There are no price histories or values provided. A
glossary and index, a bibliography, a list of people of note
associated with antique keys, and a list of collections to
visit will open doors to those wishing to explore more on
the subject. Tips on how to preserve and maintain keys
are also included. The Lure of the Key may entice readers
to unlock “a hitherto undiscovered yearning to join the
thin ranks of key collectors.”
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type found in Specimens is
“what people saw…when they
walked to work in those days
before Internet, cell phones,
computer, television, radio, or
even recorded music.” Smith
also provides a bit of history
about Wm. H. Page & Co.
A thought-provoking essay
by author Steven Heller of
the School of Visual Arts in
New York City discusses the
allure, meaning, and careful
use of “retro” type. He ends by
declaring his “fetish for wood.”
Designers,
artists,
and
typographers will appreciate
the “visual grandeur” awaiting
them inside the pages of this
book.
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Possession: The Curious History of Private Collectors
from Antiquity to the Present by Erin L. Thompson
(Yale University Press, 2016, 360 pp., hardbound, $30
plus S/H from Yale University Press, [www.yalebooks.
com] or [800] 405-1619).
The subtitle of Erin L. Thompson’s Possession is
misleading. As the author states in her introduction, she
has limited herself to only collectors of antiquities. Given
her education and experience, the limitation makes sense.
Thompson has a Ph.D. in Greek, Roman, and ancient
Near Eastern art history. She also has a law degree and
is said to be America’s only full-time professor of art
crime—at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
part of the City University of New York. Besides, it
would take a series of books, not just one, to cover the
unabridged subject of private collectors from antiquity to
the present as successfully as Thompson has covered her
chosen slice of the collector world.

We all know that private collections of all kinds
are used to display wealth, power, and status. We also
know that collections are often used to establish a
collector’s identity. What’s new here is Thompson’s
idea that antiquities collectors have actually manipulated
objects “to better express their identities” and that these
manipulations have shaped “our contemporary visions
of the past.” For example, in 14th-century Rome, the
bovattieri, i.e., cattlemen, who acquired their antiquities
by digging in the ruins of villas buried beneath their
grazing lands, used them not only to fabricate ancient
family lineages. They also altered them, inscribing them
with false names, the better to defend their fabrications.
They preferred fragments to wholes. “Unbroken objects
would speak too clearly in their own voice,” Thompson
observes. Luckily, these faux claims of lineage didn’t
fool everyone. Nor did they endure, being made less
plausible by the growth of historical scholarship.
Antiquities collectors who succeeded the bovattieri
began to claim the ancient Greeks and Romans as their
spiritual rather than literal heirs. This was certainly true
of British antiquities collectors. That roster includes the
17th century’s Thomas Howard, the Earl of Arundel,
along with scores of 18th-century practitioners of the
Grand Tour, few of whom could resist the temptation
to restore what they had brought home. They regularly
cleaned, polished, bleached, chiseled, and otherwise
smoothed away offending, original rough surfaces.
More radical restoration horrors that Thompson
engagingly recounts involved such things as the
“cobbling together of unrelated body parts to make a
new creation rise from the dead.” In one extreme case, a
sleeping Hermaphroditus underwent castration in order
to become a less complicated, sleeping Venus. Three
infants, one of whom was suckling, were also eliminated
in this example of what Thompson calls, on the one hand,
“a moralistic manipulation rather than a restoration”
and, on the other, sheer whim. This, she says, “was the
identity of the statue [the collector] wished to have for
his collection.”
As for forgeries, Thompson writes, they reveal
collectors’ desires and motivations even more clearly
than restorations do. That’s because a restoration “must
begin from some actual and perhaps unwieldy fragment
of the past,” while a forgery “can exactly mirror what
the collector wishes were true about the past and his
connection to it.”
It’s well known that collectors often fashion a social
enterprise from their collecting activities. That’s the way
they meet like-minded people, make lifelong friends, and

find their place in the world. Many of them also hope that
their collections are destined to serve a social purpose,
whether as a museum donation or educational tool of
some kind. When Thompson comes to the examples of
antiquities collectors of the early 20th century in the
United States, she focuses on oil tycoon J. Paul Getty, who
believed that exposure to his antiquities might transform
the “barbarians” of southern California. “Getty wanted to
display his collections to the public to fix the dangerous
weakness he saw at the heart of American society,” i.e.,
its “cultural illiteracy,” she writes. One could say that
instead of trying to transform himself by means of his
collection, he was trying to use it to transform his fellow
countrymen.
Two-thirds of Possession consists of a traditional,
academic argument buoyed by an entertaining historical
narrative. In the last third, Thompson’s purpose
changes to advocacy, reflecting her art-crime professor
persona, which, judging by her website’s name (www.
artcrimeprof.com) and her Twitter account’s handle (@
artcrimeprof), she prefers to project as her primary one.
In this second part of the book, as she relates the history
of looting and smuggling up to the present day, she makes
her case against anyone collecting any “unprovenanced
antiquities.” Her hope is that if collectors stop buying
them, as museums already have, the lack of demand
will thin the ranks of looters and smugglers until they
disappear altogether. It’s a logical progression. I only
wish that her suggested substitutes for collecting
activities were stronger.
The idea that collectors might sponsor archaeological
excavations in lieu of ownership of what comes out of
digs denies the basic, acquisitive nature of collectors
of all kinds. Proposing that museums offer people with
collecting tendencies more opportunities to touch, in
very controlled situations, of course, might be nice. But
I doubt it would allay the true collectors’ desire to have
and to hold—to acquire and keep—the objects they love.
It might even run the risk of magnifying their desire.
Appealing to collectors’ love of the past and convincing
them that their love is destructive seems a more plausible
plan of attack. Thompson acknowledges the social and
psychological sacrifice that collectors would have to
make, but just getting them to contemplate the idea of it
would be progress: “Exploring the complexity of [their]
love, as this book has done, is merely the first step.”
Jeanne Schinto
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